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What is Scanning?

“the Internet”

scanner TCP SYN ACK

“yes, I do — what’s up?”

attempt(s) to exploit or abuse

Scanning is key for cyberattacks.

TCP SYN, e.g., port 23

e.g., “do you speak Telnet?”
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Scanning in IPv4

** with limitations

• About 4 billion target addresses  
e.g., 198.51.100.17  

• Full scan in <1 hour 

• Scan detection readily possible  
(e.g., using darknets)**  

• Millions of monthly active scanners
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Scanning in IPv4 Scanning in IPv6

** with limitations

What’s going on in the IPv6 space?

• About 4 billion target addresses  
e.g., 198.51.100.17  

• Full scan in <1 hour 

• Scan detection readily possible  
(e.g., using darknets)**  

• Millions of monthly active scanners
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• About 1038 target addresses 
e.g., 2001:db8:86e7:637:106c:d7dc:248:4a5d  

• Trillions of years needed for full scan


• Detection not readily possible  
(need vantage points!) 

• Extent of active scanning unknown



First Longitudinal Study of Large-Scale IPv6 Scans

• 15 months of firewall logs of some 200,000+ CDN servers 


• Double-check with publicly available traffic traces (MAWI)
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First Longitudinal Study of Large-Scale IPv6 Scans

• 15 months of firewall logs of some 200,000+ CDN servers


• Double-check with publicly available traffic traces (MAWI)

DNS: www.foo.com  
AAAA response: <CDN_IP> 

Web/API/you-name-it 
transactions

CDN firewall logs:  
Target address exposure via DNS, among others. 

MAWI passive traces: 
capture on-the-wire traffic, including scanning

myriad transactions

including scanning traffic
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First Longitudinal Study of Large-Scale IPv6 Scans

• 15 months of firewall logs of some 200,000+ CDN servers


• Double-check with publicly available traffic traces (MAWI)

CDN firewall logs:  
Target address exposure via DNS, among others. 

MAWI passive traces: 
capture on-the-wire traffic, including scanning

Large-Scale IPv6 Scans: 
Sources that target at least 100 DST IPs in either vantage point.
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IPv6 Scan Sources over Time
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IPv6 is now actively scanned. 
We find between ~10 and ~100 active weekly sources.
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Figure 3: Weekly scan packets (/64 source aggregation).

originate from datacenter ASes located in China. Further inspec-
tion of the AS numbers and WHOIS records do not yield more
information on the potential entity carrying out these massive, and
continuous, scans of the IPv6 address space. Following these two
ASes, we �nd a US-based cybersecurity company, and then a variety
of US and global hosting and cloud providers. Overall, we point out
that scanning is heavily concentrated among a very small set of
networks. In terms of scan tra�c, the top-5 source ASes account
for 92.8% of scan packets, and the top-10 source ASes account for
more than 99% of scan packets. Unlike in the case of IPv4, where
scans originate from a large set of networks spanning various net-
work types, scans in IPv6 are mostly limited to high-performance
datacenters and cloud providers and their networks. Indeed, we
do not �nd a single network that exclusively connects residential
end-users to the Internet in our top-20 list.
Scan source pre�xes: Table 2 shows the individual scan sources,
i.e., /128 addresses, and when aggregating tra�c by /64 pre�xes, as
well as /48 pre�xes, prior to scan detection. This exercise shows
major di�erences in the number of scan sources for di�erent ASes.
A key question is whether the individual scan sources, originating
from the same AS, belong to the same entity, i.e., machine or insti-
tution carrying out a scan. For the topmost active scanner (�rst line
in Table 2), the scenario is clear, since all tra�c is originated from
a single IPv6 address. For other networks, however, we see that the
number of individual /128s can easily be orders of magnitude larger
than the respective number of active /64 scan sources.
Case studies: In the following we show three cases. Sources in
AS #9, a global transit provider, used 956 IPv6 source addresses,
yet only two /64 pre�xes. Closer inspection of reverse DNS records
and traceroutes reveals that both /64 pre�xes are used by a well-
known US security company, carrying out IPv6 scans and varying
the lowest 7 - 9 bits in the source IP addresses. Thus, in this case,
all scan tra�c from the entire /48 can be attributed to the same
entity. Note that this scan entity is solely responsible for the strong
uptick in /128 sources in late 2021 in Figure 2. AS #18 shows up
with relatively little tra�c, but with more than 1,000 active /48
source pre�xes. WHOIS records and BGP lookups reveal that all
but one of these /48 pre�xes belong to a /32, which is individually
announced in BGP and exclusively used by a German cybersecurity
company, carrying out scans. This scanning entity selects source
IP addresses from across the entire /32 pre�x. For comparison, a
/32 pre�x is the typical pre�x size that ARIN and RIPE allocate to
entire networks [4]. When we apply our de�nition of a scan to the

scan sources
rank AS type packets /48s /64s /128s

#1 Datacenter (CN) 839M (39.2%) 1 1 1
#2 Datacenter (CN) 744M (34.8%) 1 1 5
#3 Cybersecurity (US) 275M (12.9%) 1 1 12
#4 Cloud (US/global) 78M (3.7%) 2 2 512
#5 Cloud (DE) 48M (2.3%) 3 59 59
#6 Cloud (US/global) 45M (2.1%) 10 15 205
#7 Cloud (US/global) 39M (1.8%) 9 9 123
#8 Cloud (CN) 30M (1.4%) 5 5 53
#9 Transit (global) 11M (0.5%) 1 2 956
#10 Cloud (CN) 10M (0.5%) 1 1 7
#11 Cloud (US/global) 4.7M (0.2%) 1 1 353
#12 Datacenter (CN) 3.1M (0.1%) 9 12 19
#13 ISP (VN) 2.5M (0.1%) 1 1 1
#14 Datacenter (CN) 1.6M ( 0.1%) 1 1 2
#15 Research (DE) 1.1M ( 0.1%) 1 1 1
#16 ISP (RU) 0.9M ( 0.1%) 1 1 2
#17 University (DE) 0.8M ( 0.1%) 1 1 2
#18 Cloud/Transit (DE) 0.6M ( 0.1%) 1,092 1,057 1,057
#19 ISP (RU) 0.6M ( 0.1%) 1 1 1
#20 University (DE) 0.5M ( 0.1%) 1 1 1

Table 2: Top 20 source ASes by scan packets over the entire
measurement window (packets shown for /64 source aggre-
gation). The number of /48 scan sources can exceed /64s or
/128s if the combined tra�c from the /48 satis�es the scan
de�nition, but tra�c subsets from more speci�c pre�xes do
not (e.g., in the case of AS #18).

aggregate /32, for this particular pre�x, we detect 1.9 million scan
packets, more than three times the number of packets we detected
from this entire AS when aggregating to /48 pre�xes, as there were
other /48’s within the /32 that individually did not receive su�cient
probes to meet our de�nition of a scan. Likewise, the table reports
more /48’s than /64’s. Thus even /48 pre�xes were insu�cient to
detect and classify the activity of this scanner in its entirety. AS #6,
a global cloud provider hands out very speci�c IPv6 pre�xes (more
speci�c than /96s) to its customers and VMs, and we see scanning
activity from 205 individual source addresses in this AS. Yet, these
individual sources aggregate up to just 15 individual /64s. The
allocation policy of this particular cloud provider serves as a critical
example of why using a �xed, and coarse aggregation mask for
scan detection comes with the risk of aggregating di�erent sources
and entities together, and, in operational settings, possibly cause
collateral damage when scan detection results in blocklisting. More
details on AS #6 are in Appendix A.4.

3.3 Targeting: Ports and Addresses
In the following, we discuss the ports and addresses targeted by
scans. We report data for /64 source aggregation and separately
report on AS #18 of Table 2 as it contains 80% of /64’s, and would
obscure attributes of the remaining /64’s.
Targeted ports:We are interested in studying which potentially
vulnerable services scanners target. In a �rst step, we study whether
scanners tend to target a single port number, or multiple port num-
bers. Figure 4 shows the fraction of scans, scan sources, and scan

Traffic heavily concentrated on datacenter/cloud ASes.
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Figure 3: Weekly scan packets (/64 source aggregation).

originate from datacenter ASes located in China. Further inspec-
tion of the AS numbers and WHOIS records do not yield more
information on the potential entity carrying out these massive, and
continuous, scans of the IPv6 address space. Following these two
ASes, we �nd a US-based cybersecurity company, and then a variety
of US and global hosting and cloud providers. Overall, we point out
that scanning is heavily concentrated among a very small set of
networks. In terms of scan tra�c, the top-5 source ASes account
for 92.8% of scan packets, and the top-10 source ASes account for
more than 99% of scan packets. Unlike in the case of IPv4, where
scans originate from a large set of networks spanning various net-
work types, scans in IPv6 are mostly limited to high-performance
datacenters and cloud providers and their networks. Indeed, we
do not �nd a single network that exclusively connects residential
end-users to the Internet in our top-20 list.
Scan source pre�xes: Table 2 shows the individual scan sources,
i.e., /128 addresses, and when aggregating tra�c by /64 pre�xes, as
well as /48 pre�xes, prior to scan detection. This exercise shows
major di�erences in the number of scan sources for di�erent ASes.
A key question is whether the individual scan sources, originating
from the same AS, belong to the same entity, i.e., machine or insti-
tution carrying out a scan. For the topmost active scanner (�rst line
in Table 2), the scenario is clear, since all tra�c is originated from
a single IPv6 address. For other networks, however, we see that the
number of individual /128s can easily be orders of magnitude larger
than the respective number of active /64 scan sources.
Case studies: In the following we show three cases. Sources in
AS #9, a global transit provider, used 956 IPv6 source addresses,
yet only two /64 pre�xes. Closer inspection of reverse DNS records
and traceroutes reveals that both /64 pre�xes are used by a well-
known US security company, carrying out IPv6 scans and varying
the lowest 7 - 9 bits in the source IP addresses. Thus, in this case,
all scan tra�c from the entire /48 can be attributed to the same
entity. Note that this scan entity is solely responsible for the strong
uptick in /128 sources in late 2021 in Figure 2. AS #18 shows up
with relatively little tra�c, but with more than 1,000 active /48
source pre�xes. WHOIS records and BGP lookups reveal that all
but one of these /48 pre�xes belong to a /32, which is individually
announced in BGP and exclusively used by a German cybersecurity
company, carrying out scans. This scanning entity selects source
IP addresses from across the entire /32 pre�x. For comparison, a
/32 pre�x is the typical pre�x size that ARIN and RIPE allocate to
entire networks [4]. When we apply our de�nition of a scan to the

scan sources
rank AS type packets /48s /64s /128s

#1 Datacenter (CN) 839M (39.2%) 1 1 1
#2 Datacenter (CN) 744M (34.8%) 1 1 5
#3 Cybersecurity (US) 275M (12.9%) 1 1 12
#4 Cloud (US/global) 78M (3.7%) 2 2 512
#5 Cloud (DE) 48M (2.3%) 3 59 59
#6 Cloud (US/global) 45M (2.1%) 10 15 205
#7 Cloud (US/global) 39M (1.8%) 9 9 123
#8 Cloud (CN) 30M (1.4%) 5 5 53
#9 Transit (global) 11M (0.5%) 1 2 956
#10 Cloud (CN) 10M (0.5%) 1 1 7
#11 Cloud (US/global) 4.7M (0.2%) 1 1 353
#12 Datacenter (CN) 3.1M (0.1%) 9 12 19
#13 ISP (VN) 2.5M (0.1%) 1 1 1
#14 Datacenter (CN) 1.6M ( 0.1%) 1 1 2
#15 Research (DE) 1.1M ( 0.1%) 1 1 1
#16 ISP (RU) 0.9M ( 0.1%) 1 1 2
#17 University (DE) 0.8M ( 0.1%) 1 1 2
#18 Cloud/Transit (DE) 0.6M ( 0.1%) 1,092 1,057 1,057
#19 ISP (RU) 0.6M ( 0.1%) 1 1 1
#20 University (DE) 0.5M ( 0.1%) 1 1 1

Table 2: Top 20 source ASes by scan packets over the entire
measurement window (packets shown for /64 source aggre-
gation). The number of /48 scan sources can exceed /64s or
/128s if the combined tra�c from the /48 satis�es the scan
de�nition, but tra�c subsets from more speci�c pre�xes do
not (e.g., in the case of AS #18).

aggregate /32, for this particular pre�x, we detect 1.9 million scan
packets, more than three times the number of packets we detected
from this entire AS when aggregating to /48 pre�xes, as there were
other /48’s within the /32 that individually did not receive su�cient
probes to meet our de�nition of a scan. Likewise, the table reports
more /48’s than /64’s. Thus even /48 pre�xes were insu�cient to
detect and classify the activity of this scanner in its entirety. AS #6,
a global cloud provider hands out very speci�c IPv6 pre�xes (more
speci�c than /96s) to its customers and VMs, and we see scanning
activity from 205 individual source addresses in this AS. Yet, these
individual sources aggregate up to just 15 individual /64s. The
allocation policy of this particular cloud provider serves as a critical
example of why using a �xed, and coarse aggregation mask for
scan detection comes with the risk of aggregating di�erent sources
and entities together, and, in operational settings, possibly cause
collateral damage when scan detection results in blocklisting. More
details on AS #6 are in Appendix A.4.

3.3 Targeting: Ports and Addresses
In the following, we discuss the ports and addresses targeted by
scans. We report data for /64 source aggregation and separately
report on AS #18 of Table 2 as it contains 80% of /64’s, and would
obscure attributes of the remaining /64’s.
Targeted ports:We are interested in studying which potentially
vulnerable services scanners target. In a �rst step, we study whether
scanners tend to target a single port number, or multiple port num-
bers. Figure 4 shows the fraction of scans, scan sources, and scan

Traffic heavily concentrated on datacenter/cloud ASes.
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Topmost Active IPv6 Scan Source

• Single most active source in  
CDN firewall and passive MAWI trace!  

• Continually active for almost 2 years  

• Scanning right now! 
(though changing ports targeted) 

• Reported 1000s of times in  
open-source reputation data
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Ports Targeted
• Majority of scans target multiple port numbers / services


• Behavior resembling that of general penetration testing as opposed to  
exploitation of specific vulnerabilities
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Figure 3: Weekly scan packets (/64 source aggregation).

originate from datacenter ASes located in China. Further inspec-
tion of the AS numbers and WHOIS records do not yield more
information on the potential entity carrying out these massive, and
continuous, scans of the IPv6 address space. Following these two
ASes, we �nd a US-based cybersecurity company, and then a variety
of US and global hosting and cloud providers. Overall, we point out
that scanning is heavily concentrated among a very small set of
networks. In terms of scan tra�c, the top-5 source ASes account
for 92.8% of scan packets, and the top-10 source ASes account for
more than 99% of scan packets. Unlike in the case of IPv4, where
scans originate from a large set of networks spanning various net-
work types, scans in IPv6 are mostly limited to high-performance
datacenters and cloud providers and their networks. Indeed, we
do not �nd a single network that exclusively connects residential
end-users to the Internet in our top-20 list.
Scan source pre�xes: Table 2 shows the individual scan sources,
i.e., /128 addresses, and when aggregating tra�c by /64 pre�xes, as
well as /48 pre�xes, prior to scan detection. This exercise shows
major di�erences in the number of scan sources for di�erent ASes.
A key question is whether the individual scan sources, originating
from the same AS, belong to the same entity, i.e., machine or insti-
tution carrying out a scan. For the topmost active scanner (�rst line
in Table 2), the scenario is clear, since all tra�c is originated from
a single IPv6 address. For other networks, however, we see that the
number of individual /128s can easily be orders of magnitude larger
than the respective number of active /64 scan sources.
Case studies: In the following we show three cases. Sources in
AS #9, a global transit provider, used 956 IPv6 source addresses,
yet only two /64 pre�xes. Closer inspection of reverse DNS records
and traceroutes reveals that both /64 pre�xes are used by a well-
known US security company, carrying out IPv6 scans and varying
the lowest 7 - 9 bits in the source IP addresses. Thus, in this case,
all scan tra�c from the entire /48 can be attributed to the same
entity. Note that this scan entity is solely responsible for the strong
uptick in /128 sources in late 2021 in Figure 2. AS #18 shows up
with relatively little tra�c, but with more than 1,000 active /48
source pre�xes. WHOIS records and BGP lookups reveal that all
but one of these /48 pre�xes belong to a /32, which is individually
announced in BGP and exclusively used by a German cybersecurity
company, carrying out scans. This scanning entity selects source
IP addresses from across the entire /32 pre�x. For comparison, a
/32 pre�x is the typical pre�x size that ARIN and RIPE allocate to
entire networks [4]. When we apply our de�nition of a scan to the

scan sources
rank AS type packets /48s /64s /128s

#1 Datacenter (CN) 839M (39.2%) 1 1 1
#2 Datacenter (CN) 744M (34.8%) 1 1 5
#3 Cybersecurity (US) 275M (12.9%) 1 1 12
#4 Cloud (US/global) 78M (3.7%) 2 2 512
#5 Cloud (DE) 48M (2.3%) 3 59 59
#6 Cloud (US/global) 45M (2.1%) 10 15 205
#7 Cloud (US/global) 39M (1.8%) 9 9 123
#8 Cloud (CN) 30M (1.4%) 5 5 53
#9 Transit (global) 11M (0.5%) 1 2 956
#10 Cloud (CN) 10M (0.5%) 1 1 7
#11 Cloud (US/global) 4.7M (0.2%) 1 1 353
#12 Datacenter (CN) 3.1M (0.1%) 9 12 19
#13 ISP (VN) 2.5M (0.1%) 1 1 1
#14 Datacenter (CN) 1.6M ( 0.1%) 1 1 2
#15 Research (DE) 1.1M ( 0.1%) 1 1 1
#16 ISP (RU) 0.9M ( 0.1%) 1 1 2
#17 University (DE) 0.8M ( 0.1%) 1 1 2
#18 Cloud/Transit (DE) 0.6M ( 0.1%) 1,092 1,057 1,057
#19 ISP (RU) 0.6M ( 0.1%) 1 1 1
#20 University (DE) 0.5M ( 0.1%) 1 1 1

Table 2: Top 20 source ASes by scan packets over the entire
measurement window (packets shown for /64 source aggre-
gation). The number of /48 scan sources can exceed /64s or
/128s if the combined tra�c from the /48 satis�es the scan
de�nition, but tra�c subsets from more speci�c pre�xes do
not (e.g., in the case of AS #18).

aggregate /32, for this particular pre�x, we detect 1.9 million scan
packets, more than three times the number of packets we detected
from this entire AS when aggregating to /48 pre�xes, as there were
other /48’s within the /32 that individually did not receive su�cient
probes to meet our de�nition of a scan. Likewise, the table reports
more /48’s than /64’s. Thus even /48 pre�xes were insu�cient to
detect and classify the activity of this scanner in its entirety. AS #6,
a global cloud provider hands out very speci�c IPv6 pre�xes (more
speci�c than /96s) to its customers and VMs, and we see scanning
activity from 205 individual source addresses in this AS. Yet, these
individual sources aggregate up to just 15 individual /64s. The
allocation policy of this particular cloud provider serves as a critical
example of why using a �xed, and coarse aggregation mask for
scan detection comes with the risk of aggregating di�erent sources
and entities together, and, in operational settings, possibly cause
collateral damage when scan detection results in blocklisting. More
details on AS #6 are in Appendix A.4.

3.3 Targeting: Ports and Addresses
In the following, we discuss the ports and addresses targeted by
scans. We report data for /64 source aggregation and separately
report on AS #18 of Table 2 as it contains 80% of /64’s, and would
obscure attributes of the remaining /64’s.
Targeted ports:We are interested in studying which potentially
vulnerable services scanners target. In a �rst step, we study whether
scanners tend to target a single port number, or multiple port num-
bers. Figure 4 shows the fraction of scans, scan sources, and scan

Major Challenge: Identifying and isolating scan sources.
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Key Challenge: Source Aggregation/Isolation

AS A — cybersecurity company

BGP announced prefix: 2001:db8::/32

one single scanning entity

SOURCE IP
2001:db8:86e7:3637:106c:d7dc:e248:4a5d
2001:db8:2c7a:b1e7:e808:499c:d5b8:35b9
2001:db8:16cd:3fe3:3210:e49f:70f4:e081
2001:db8:3af5:a3e0:d5f1:8885:f3f3:da78
2001:db8:bd8:72c4:5b7e:01da7:88cc:99e1
2001:db8:69eb:ade2:a2f8:da13:11ed:5702
2001:db8:f1c5:3a12:3506:37eb:61c6:9322
2001:db8:b794:67d9:ec6c:38d7:daa3:71e9
2001:db8:a1f4:2409:f182:02d2:96c3:f96f
2001:db8:748e:22f1:fba1:0062:e3c6:8183

one single  
scan entity  

entire /32 prefix
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AS A — cybersecurity company

one single scanning entity

AS B — major cloud provider

BGP announced prefix: 2001:db9::/32

SOURCE IP
2001:db9:2143:11e4:6083:4e9f:aa01  
2001:db9:2143:11e4:6083:4e9f:aa01
2001:db9:2143:11e4:6083:4e9f:aa01

2001:db9:2143:11e4:6083:4e9f:ba01  
2001:db9:2143:11e4:6083:4e9f:ba01
2001:db9:2143:11e4:6083:4e9f:ba01
 
2001:db9:2143:11e4:6083:4e9f:ca01  
2001:db9:2143:11e4:6083:4e9f:ca01
2001:db9:2143:11e4:6083:4e9f:ca01

VM-assinged
::/124

VM-assinged
::/124

VM-assinged
::/124

one single  
scan entity  

entire /32 prefix

scanner A 
/124 prefix

scanner B 
/124 prefix

scanner C 
/124 prefix

Key Challenge: Source Aggregation/Isolation
BGP announced prefix: 2001:db8::/32

SOURCE IP
2001:db8:86e7:3637:106c:d7dc:e248:4a5d
2001:db8:2c7a:b1e7:e808:499c:d5b8:35b9
2001:db8:16cd:3fe3:3210:e49f:70f4:e081
2001:db8:3af5:a3e0:d5f1:8885:f3f3:da78
2001:db8:bd8:72c4:5b7e:01da7:88cc:99e1
2001:db8:69eb:ade2:a2f8:da13:11ed:5702
2001:db8:f1c5:3a12:3506:37eb:61c6:9322
2001:db8:b794:67d9:ec6c:38d7:daa3:71e9
2001:db8:a1f4:2409:f182:02d2:96c3:f96f
2001:db8:748e:22f1:fba1:0062:e3c6:8183
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Key Challenge: Source Aggregation/Isolation

Without aggregation, we miss some (or all) of scanning activity! 
With too much aggregation, we conflate scanners / block too much.

SOURCE IP
2001:db9:2143:11e4:6083:4e9f:aa01  
2001:db9:2143:11e4:6083:4e9f:aa01
2001:db9:2143:11e4:6083:4e9f:aa01

2001:db9:2143:11e4:6083:4e9f:ba01  
2001:db9:2143:11e4:6083:4e9f:ba01
2001:db9:2143:11e4:6083:4e9f:ba01
 
2001:db9:2143:11e4:6083:4e9f:ca01  
2001:db9:2143:11e4:6083:4e9f:ca01
2001:db9:2143:11e4:6083:4e9f:ca01

one single  
scan entity  

entire /32 prefix

scanner A 
/124 prefix

scanner B 
/124 prefix

scanner C 
/124 prefix

SOURCE IP
2001:db8:86e7:3637:106c:d7dc:e248:4a5d
2001:db8:2c7a:b1e7:e808:499c:d5b8:35b9
2001:db8:16cd:3fe3:3210:e49f:70f4:e081
2001:db8:3af5:a3e0:d5f1:8885:f3f3:da78
2001:db8:bd8:72c4:5b7e:01da7:88cc:99e1
2001:db8:69eb:ade2:a2f8:da13:11ed:5702
2001:db8:f1c5:3a12:3506:37eb:61c6:9322
2001:db8:b794:67d9:ec6c:38d7:daa3:71e9
2001:db8:a1f4:2409:f182:02d2:96c3:f96f
2001:db8:748e:22f1:fba1:0062:e3c6:8183

AS A — cybersecurity company AS B — major cloud provider
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Key Findings
• The IPv6 space is actively being scanned! 


• Detection - especially real-time - challenging


• More details in the paper!


• Vantage points


• Detection methodology


• Details on services targeted, addresses targeted


• And much more!
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